Novel techniques in gamma-ray polarimetry allow gamma-ray emission from a black-hole binary in the Milky Way to be associated with a jet.
One of the most important advances in high-energy astrophysics over the past decade has been the detailed understanding that has emerged of the nature of binary stellar systems in which material from an ordinary star is being accreted on to a compact object, either a neutron star or a black hole [1, 2] . These systems are called 'X-ray binaries' because emission from the accretion disk and associated material appears very bright in X-rays, but in recent years it has become clear that a substantial amount of the energy generated as matter is accreted can be ejected in the form of relativistic jets which inject energy into the environment around the binary system and which give the objects their alternative name of 'microquasars' [3, 4] . As that name suggests, X-ray binaries may be offering us an opportunity to study analogs of the much more powerful, but much more distant, relativistic outflows associated with the supermassive black holes at the centers of active galaxies, and to watch them evolve over timescales that are compatible with a human lifetime. But direct measurements of the properties of the jets in X-ray binaries have been rather elusive to date. In this issue, Laurent et al. [5] show that gamma-ray polarization measurements can be used to make a convincing case for a jet origin for some of the gamma-ray emission observed from the prototypical X-ray binary, Cygnus X-1.
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Cygnus X-1 is a binary pair formed of a massive star (∼ 20 times the mass of the Sun) and a black hole approximately 10 times the mass of the sun [6] , located at a distance around 2 kpc [7] . It is one of the brightest X-ray sources in the sky, and was one of the first to be discovered [8] . Emission from a relatively faint jet is seen in high-resolution radio observations [9] but the clearest evidence that a powerful outflow is present was provided by Gallo et al. [4] who showed that a spectacular 5-pc 'bubble' has been blown in the interstellar medium by a jet which must be carrying a power 2000 times greater than the radiative luminosity of the Sun. This jet power is much more than what would have been estimated from the observations of the radio emission -indeed, there is a real problem reconciling these observations [10] . The results of [5] , by providing another method of 'seeing' emission from the jet directly, should help us to understand the nature of the outflow in Cygnus X-1.
Laurent et al. have made this advance by using the IBIS instrument, on board the European gamma-ray satellite observatory INTEGRAL, to measure the polarization of the gammaray emission from Cygnus X-1 in the energy range 250-2000 keV. Although polarimetry is an essential tool for astronomers at longer wavelengths, it is very hard to make polarization measurements in the X-ray and gamma-ray. IBIS, which is primarily an imaging instrument, can be used as a gamma-ray polarimeter [11] by exploiting the fact that Compton scattering that takes place internal to the instrument is (weakly) dependent on the polarization angle of the incoming photons: by measuring the scattering angles of Compton-scattered photons, the polarization angle and degree of polarization of a source can be inferred. This is crucial to the analysis of Cygnus X-1, because different astronomical sources of high-energy photons may have very different polarization properties while being spectrally very similar. It has been known for some time [12] that the high-energy spectrum of Cygnus X-1 sometimes has an excess of photons above around 400 keV, over and above what is expected from the population of thermal particles associated with the accretion disk around the black hole. Laurent et al have shown that this excess is highly polarized. This is not expected if it is a high-energy continuation of the emission associated with the accretion disk, but emission processes such as synchrotron radiation or inverse-Compton radiation, which are produced by the populations of highly energetic electrons that are found in jets, can be very highly polarized [13] . Given that the spectral characteristics of the excess are also consistent with originating in a jet, it seems very hard to evade the conclusion that jet-related emission is being seen directly in the gamma ray regime. (Unfortunately, no high-energy instrument has anything like the angular resolution necessary to make an image of the jet, which would settle the question.)
Laurent et al have not attempted to answer all of the questions raised by these observations. For example, they have not carried out any modeling to investigate whether the gamma-ray emission is consistent with the properties of the radio jet seen by [9] , or whether, possibly more likely since the high-energy excess is only seen at certain states of the accretion disk [12] , the detectable gamma-ray jet is a transient phenomenon perhaps related to the transient emission seen at radio wavelengths [14] or in TeV gamma-rays [15] . The presence of a transient, powerful jet might help to explain the discrepancy between the jet power inferred by [4] and the appearance of the standard steady jet seen in radio emission, but this question will have to be addressed by future studies. The real significance of [5] is that it is one of the first uses of high-energy polarimetry, and the first to give us a significant improvement in our understanding of the physics of an X-ray binary. We can hope for more work of this nature from existing and planned gamma-ray and X-ray polarimeters in the future. 
